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“In all stages, experiential learning will be adopted, including 
hands-on learning, arts-integrated and sports-integrated education, 
story-telling-based pedagogy, among others, as standard pedagogy 
within each subject, and with explorations of relations among different 
subjects. To close the gap in achievement of learning outcomes, 
classroom transactions will  shift, towards competency-based 
learning and education.The assessment tools (including assessment 
asas "of" and "for learning) will also be aligned with the learning 
outcomes, capabilities, and dispositions as specified for each subject 
of a given class"

- NEP 2020 (Para 4.6)
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In order to develop a common shared understanding about 
competencies, the Board has collaborated with Azim Premji University 
and Educational Initiatives to develop Learning Frameworks for 
classes IX tILL XII. The Frameworks comprise explicitly stated 
knowledge, skills and dispositions that an education system should try 
to achieve. These would enable teachers, learners and other 
stakeholders to track the learning levels of students and serve as a 
commoncommon benchmark for teaching, learning and assessment across 
the country. 

a.

A. Implementing  Competency
    Based Education Competency 
    in Schools
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• The English, Hindi, Science, Mathematics and Social Science Learning
   rameworks for classes IX are complete. Frameworks for major subjects 
   in classes XI and XII are being prepared .

 • The work of engaging with stakeholders through consultation  
     programmes is underway.

• Students in classes IX-class XII

•  Work on Learning Standards for Classes XI and XII is underway for                   
    English Core, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Economics, Business               
    Studies, Accountancy, Biology, Hindi Core, History, Computer, Science     
    and Geography. 

•  Shared understanding of the competencies be acquired and assessed   
    with whom.
•  Enhancement of the quality of assessment (both formative and  
    summative).
•  Guidelines for paper setting blueprint for teachers.

•     Facilitation of enduring learning which can be useful throughout 
    students' lifetime.

•  Availability of high-quality sample competency-based assessments          
    for teachers.

•  The learning frameworks would also help teachers to prioritize some   
    of the essential concepts in the topic to be taught.

Target Group/Beneficiaries 

Benefits Accrued 

Way Forward

Progress



B. Aligning Assessment to the Vision of NEP 2020 

Benefits Accrued

Progress and Way Forward

a. The Board undertook steps to progressively align assessment to the vision of the 
      NEP 2020 by including more competency based questions in the Class X and XII 
      Board examinations

 b.  In this process, the question paper design of examinations changed to

  •    Include Objective type questions including MCQs;

  •    Reduce the number of questions in the subjective paper; and

  •    Introduce diverse formats of questions- Assertion/ Reasoning questions and 

           Case based questions

c. In the Academic Session 2021-22, approximately 30% questions at class X Board    
     examinations and approximately 20% questions at class XII are Competency Based. 
     These can be in the form of Multiple- Choice Questions, Case- Based Questions, 
     Source Based Integrated Questions or any other types.

d. In collaboration with the British Council , Educational Initiatives and AlphaPlus, the    
     Board has develope  Question  Bank  for classes 6-10.

e. Target Group/ Beneficiaries -Students in classes X and XII

• The Competency Based Questions would be enhanced to 40% in classes IX to X and  
   30% in classes XI and XII in the academic session 2022-2023.
• Capacity bulding programmes are being designed and organized for Board officials,     
   paper-setters and evaluators to enhance their understanding and skills for making     
   competency based questions

• Enhancement of the quality of assessment, following scientific principles assessments,       
   question-making and analysis.
• Preparing a "good test" with Competency-based questions in the exam will enable a    
  paradigm shift, nudging the teachers to develop a "good test", promoting good   
   practices and proper learning throughout the education system.
• The introduction of competency-based items in the Board examinations would 
   support students of classes X and XI to acquire deep understanding of the concepts       support students of classes X and XI to acquire deep understanding of the concepts    
   which would focus more on understanding the concept rather to memorize steps and    
   answers.
• High quality questions (valid, reliable and understanding based) will support in 
   generating insights and feedback for schools/parents and students on the basis of 
   students' data.
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A number of programmes have been undertaken for developing teachers’ capacities 
to develop assessments aligned to CBE.

• In collaboration with British Council training for Item Writing- delivered by Alpha   
   Plus (180 teachers, now to 1000 more through cascade model by British Council and  
   COE) and Training for CBE pedagogy- delivered by Cambridge University (320 
   teachers, now to 1000 more through cascade model by British Council and COE).
•• In collaboration with Azim Premji University Training for Item Writing for CBSE   
   examination experts and Training for Item Writing for CBSE CTET experts.
• In collaboration with Educational Initiatives Webinar series on writing MCQ for 
   teachers and Trainings for evaluators has been conducted.
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 Views received on webinars on competency based assessments, held in October2021.

SUBJECT

Science

 Total

 Hindi  English

 Mathematics

 VIEWS

 85,565  56,756

41,058 26,691

 2,61,728



 • Teachers of classes VI to XII

• Better capacities of teachers for using competency-base 
  assessments to improve classroom instruction, diagnose
  misconceptions, and apply principles of the science of learning
  to classroom practices.
• The capacity building workshops will cover identified applicable
  innovative practices and curriculum intervention.
•• This would improve modalities of assessment, continuous 
  professional development of teachers, and development of
  learning communities engaged in improving assessmen
 practices.

• Programmes for experts on designing assessment, writing items
  and pedagogy of CBE have been organized in collaboration with
  Azim Premji University and British Council.
• Development of capacity building modules and workshop 
  calendar for teachers at CBSE is complete. 
• Workshops to start within the next 1-2 months.

•• A video course for teachers on competency-based assessment
  is being developed.
• Programmes on the art and science of question making to be 
  undertaken and be completed by 2022.
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Design Test Development was 
prepared. This handbook aims to help 
teachers of all subjects to design test 
items that are a valid and reliable 
measure of the student learning. It 
provides guidance for test developers 
who create questions or tasks for 
learninglearning assessments; elaborates the 
role of an learning frameworks for 
item writing,characteristics,              
and    development   of highquality         
assessment vinstruments; and 
provides inputs for writing good  
items,  including  the construction of 
marking guides.  marking guides.  

i. Resources were developed for schools, and teacher on item writing and 
Essential Concepts. In collaboration with Azim Premji University,Bangalore 
and CSF, the Handbook Assessment and Evaluation: Best Practices in Item 

In 2001, Lorin Anderson (a former student of Bloom) with a team of experts, 
revised Bloom’s Taxonomy with the aim of making it more relevant to the 
needs of students and teachers of the 21st Century. The revision was called 
Taxonomy for Teaching, Learning, and Assessment. The most obvious change
in the new version was that the nouns in the original taxonomy were replaced 
with a series of action verbs, as shown below .
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This taxonomy was specified in hierarchical steps, moving along a development 
continuum of increasing cognitive complexity in which the lower-order thinking skills 
are subsumed by the higher-order thinking skills. For example, if a student is 
functioning at ‘applying’ level then it is understood that he has also mastered the
material at remembering and understanding (Bloom, 1956). This new taxonomy, thus, 
reflected a more active form of thinking as these series of action words describe the 
cognitive processes by which they work.cognitive processes by which they work.

The two major item or response formats are Constructed Response and Selected 
Response. Constructed response items require students to supply their own responses.
They include short answers, essay and performance assessments. Selected response 
items require the students to choose an answer from a set of two or more options. 
Common types of selected response items include multiple choice items, true/false
items and matching items. 
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• Ready reference for students and
   teachers for implementation of 
   competency-based education
• Building capacities of teachers on 
   competency-based education and 
   assessments.

• Teachers and approx. 2Cr students of 
   classes I to XII of 27000 CBSE Schools

•  Essential concepts document released .

• A Pan-India question making competition is being planned to encourage teachers to 

  make high quality questions and appreciate how good quality questions can support 

  learning (dates to be finalized)

• Ongoing creation of sample items and papers  mapped to the assessment framework

   and competencies across Class X & XII are  being created with detailed specifications

  (including images) with the support of assenment experts.  (including images) with the support of assenment experts. 
• Lesson Plans developed for English, Science, Mathematics for classes 6-10.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

S.No Theme of the Webinar Panelists

i) CBSE-NEP Webinar Series 
On completion of the first year of the National Education Policy 2020, CBSE organized a 
Series of 08 Webinars from 4th to 20th August 2021 to give more insights into the NEP 
recommendations and the initiatives taken by CBSE for implementing NEP. Details of the 
themes and panelists of the Webinars are 
as follows:

 Career Guidance and Counselling
YT Link :: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=22sZ7c2BRp0&ab_channel=
CBSEHQ
Views:: 1,52,492

Speakers:
Sh. Manoj Ahuja, IAS, Chairman, CBSE
Mr. Terry Durnnian, Chief of Education,
 UNICEF India
Ms. Rama Sharma, Head, Media 
and PR, CBSE

Keynote Address
 Sh. Manoj Ahuja, IAS, Chairman, CBSE
Panelists:-
Dr. (Mrs.) Praggya M. Singh, JS, CBSE
Dr. (Mrs.) Sweta Singh, JS, CBSE
Sh. R.P. Singh, JS, CBSE

Assessment Reforms with special 
reference to CBSE scheme of 2021-22
YT Link :: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=rpxk5zJlg30&ab_channel=
CBSEAcademics%26Trainings
Views ::1,17,357

FLN Mission
YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
ed7ErPzXA3I&ab_channel=CBSE
Academics%26Trainings
Views ::52,970

Digital Transformation using New 
Technologies
YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XrUIxtATKuE&ab_channel=
CBSEAcademics%26Trainings
Views ::31,466Views ::31,466

Keynote Address:
Sh. Vipin Kumar, IAS, Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Education
Panelists:-
Ms. Anna Roy, Adviser (DMA & Frontier Ms. Anna Roy, Adviser (DMA & Frontier 
Technology), Niti Aayog, Maharashtra      
Mr. Sandeep Alur, Director, Microsoft 
Technology Centre, Bengaluru Ms. Shweta 
Khurana, Director Government  Program 
and Partnership  Intel India
Ms. Joyeeta Das, Lead Skill Development, 

Introductory Remarks on FLN MOOCS
Dr. Biswajit Saha, Director, Skill 
Education and Training, CBSE
Panelists:-
Dr. Dhir Jhingran, Founder Director, L
anguage and Learning
Prof. Suniti Sanwal, Professor,NCERTProf. Suniti Sanwal, Professor,NCERT
Mrs. Rukmini Banerji, CEO, 
Pratham Foundation
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Quality Assurance in CBSE Schools:
 Need for SQAA 

YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
VYIy8gYLUY&ab_channel=CBSE
Academics%26Trainings

Views ::24,414Views ::24,414

SAFAL

YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=euYKU4_iQO0&ab_channel=CBSE
Academics%26Trainings

Views ::37,654

5.

6.

7.

8.

Skilling in Schools

YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=yH_T7Qj22m8&ab_channel=CBSE
Academics%26Trainings

Views ::27,387

Innovative Pedagogy
YT Link ::
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=3AbQDZkeH_A&ab_channel=CBSE
Academics%26Trainings

Views ::22,452

Keynote Address:
Smt. L. Sweety Changsan, IAS, Joint 
Secretary, Ministry of Education-
Panelists
Prof.Prof. Pawan Sudhir, Professor, NCERT Dr. Anju 
Kauwr Chazot, Principal, Mahatma Gandhi 
International School Dr. Sunitha Rao, 
Principal, Delhi Public School, NacharamMs. 
Gulshan Kaur Principal, Bhawans Vidyalaya, 
Panchkula

Keynote Address
Sh. Maneesh Garg, IAS, Joint Secretary, 
Ministry of Education 
Panelists
Ms. Marguerite Clarke, Senior Education
Specialist, World Bank
Ms. Rittika Chanda Parruck, Director Ms. Rittika Chanda Parruck, Director 
Education, British Council, India
Dr. Jayashree Oza, Advisor, Central 
Square Foundation
Sh. Sridhar Rajagopalan, Educational 
Initiatives

Keynote Address
Sh. Maneesh Garg, IAS, Joint Secretary,
 Ministry of Education 
Panelists
Ms. Marguerite Clarke, Senior 
Education Specialist, World Bank
Ms. Rittika Chanda Parruck, Director Ms. Rittika Chanda Parruck, Director 
Education, British Council, India
Dr. Jayashree Oza, Advisor, Central 
Square Foundation
Sh. Sridhar Rajagopalan, Educational 
Initiatives

Keynote Address
Sh. Santosh Sarangi, IAS, Additional 
Secretary, Ministry of Education
Panelists
Prof. Sharad Sinha, NCERT
Sh. Sanjay Purohit, Chief Curator,
 Societal Platform, Ek Step Foundation Societal Platform, Ek Step Foundation
Ms. Madhu Ahluwalia, Senior Advisor 
(QCI) Ms. Kavita Anand, Executive Director 
and Co-Founder, Adhyayan Foundation 



To enhance Competencies of students, various enrichment activities are conducted by 
Board. These activities are designed to develop CriticalThinking, Analysi, Creativity 
Scientific Reading, Mathematical Literacy and various  other Competencies required for 
all-round development of a student.Details are as follows:

The Board has partnered with Pratham Books' Story Weaver and Central Square 
Foundation to launch the CBSE Reading Mission on 20th Sept, 2021. This Mission is a 

two-year-longtwo-year-long initiative, in which all CBSE schools are participating. The teachers have 
access to a large repository of openly licensed, age-appropriate children’s literature 
via the Pratham Books Reading Programme, availed in English and Indian languages. 
This mission provides a continuous support and guidance to teachers through periodic 
‘teacher/librarian connect sessions so that the story books may be leveraged as a tool 
of development. Also,  CBSE has launched the 100 Days Reading Campaign for students 
of Balvatika to class 8 under the powerful initiative of the Ministry of Education. The 
BoardBoard also expanded the CBSE Reading Challenge 2021-22 to classes 6-7 both in 
English and Hindi. This year students participated in the Challenge enthusiastically on 
the DIKSHA portal during November – December 2021. 



As an initiative to generate curiosity, enquiry and higher order thinking amongst the 
learners the Board organized CBSE Science Challenge for students of Classes 8th to 10th 
during an-Feb 2022.  Till date, 1.4 lakh students have enrolled for this enrichment activity.

• CBSE Heritage India Quiz is conducted every year to raise the awareness about  
   preserving human heritage, diversity and vulnerability of the India’s built monuments 
  and heritage sites. It is an attempt of the Board to motivate the future generations of           
  this country towards efforts required to protect and conserve our vast cultural heritage. 
• The theme of this year’s quiz is ‘India’s Freedom Struggle’ to commemorate the 75           
   years of Indian Independence - ‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’.

• Students tried to correlate the curricular content with the rich heritage and culture of   
  our country. Theme of the competition is “The Story of India” total 3335 stories were   
  uploaded by schools.

• Expression Series on Charting India's 
    Progress @75 is complete.
•  205984 students from CBSE schools 
    have participated in the activity.

                      

• Expression Series will focus on freedom   
   fighters from different States and UTs
   about whom students must be aware.    
• Theme- ‘People who gave us the 75th
   year of India’s Independence
• 172528 students participated.

• Students  express themselves in 
any format – essay, poem, painting, 
cartoon, etc. and give their views on 
their vision about India in the year 2047
• Theme: Vision for India@100
• 236187 students participated

• Students express themselves in 
any format – essay, poem, painting, 
cartoon, etc. Focusing on the local roots, 
what students can do for his/her nation
 shall be the theme.
• Theme: My Role for My Country
   94440 Students participated   94440 Students participated

• Theme of the AGC-2021: India's Mathematical Heritage: शून्य से  शिखर  तक.
• The challenge was done from 31st August 2021 to 30th September 2021.
• Students from class 8 to 10 irrespective of the Board participated in this challenge. 
• The Board hosted the Aryabhatta Ganit Challenge on MyGov and DIKSHA platform. 
• 292970 students participated.

                       Expression Series Quarter 1                        Expression Series Quarter 2

                       Expression Series Quarter 4                       Expression Series Quarter 3
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2. SAFAL:  
Structured Assessments for Analyzing Learning

• SAFAL as an evaluation tool will be completely focused on the assessment of core 
 competencies among students, and the results generated would provide diagnostic 
 data  and insights for each school to use for development.
• It would enable the education system to shift towards competency-based learning,
 measure the effectiveness of the school system, and help identify areas of intervention 
 at a classroom level.
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• The purpose of SAFAL Item pilot and launch is to assess the performance of test items    
   instruments and collect data on assessment design, and assess the performance of 
   digital  tool and evaluate feasibility of proposed implementation model.
• It will be conducted in 2500 CBSE schools for students in Grades 5, and 8 during the    
  academic year 2022-23, in key curricular areas of Language, Mathematics, and 
  EVS/Science.
•• Modality- through digital mode; wherever digital connectivity is a limitation,pen paper   
  mode (OMR) may be used.

• Online assessment digital tool- KSA Digital Platform-  for the conduct of test is at final 
  stage in collaboration with the CDAC-Mumbai

• Assessment framework, blueprints defining the layout, structure, and number of items, 
   have been developed.
• SAFAL handbook has been developed for public advocacy
• SAFAL Microsite has been launched on CBSE website
• Pilot on the Digital tool will be conducted in the academic session 2022-23

• Competency-based test item development and its review for the Pilot study has been 
  completed. 
• Item Writers and Item Reviewers Training for the session 2022-23 initiated. 1st round  
  done  from 11th to 20th April 2022. Over 3500 items received, review underway. On the  
 , basis of the quality of the work, item writers and reviewers will be selected. 
• More training sessions shall be organized in the session 2022-23

Approx. 60 Lakh students in classes 3, 5 and 8  of 27,000 CBSE Affiliated schools 
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3. HPC: Holistic Progress Card
As part of Transforming Assessment for Student Development, the para 4.35 of the NEP 
2020 recommends preparation of Holistic Progress Card to provide a 360-degree, 
multidimensionalreport of progress, that reflects in detail the progress as well as the 
uniqueness of each learnerin the cognitive, affective, socio-emotional, and 
psychomotor domains.
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 A Pedagogical tool 
 A process through which both the teachers and the parents will equally participate for 
  the achievement of competencies by student
 A tool to enable society to participate in a student's development and progress
 A tool to identify the uniqueness of each child (will not increase any burden)
 A collaborative Endeavour between Parents, Teachers, Learners and Peers.

• Subsequent to the extensive deliberations, consultations and research on the subject, the 
   CBSE committee on HPC has developed the Prototype of HPC for classes 1 to 3 for piloting. 
• The prototype has been reviewed by NCERT, UNICEF and experts from the field of ECCE. It has 
   also been vetted by CBSE school Principals from a range of schools from Rural, Semi-urban, 
   Urban schools as well as KV.#Further, it has been presented before the National Focus Group   
   on 6th April 2022.
•• The Pilot for the HPC in being done in 74 schools  : 25 KVs,16 Govt : and 33 other CBSE affiliated  
   private school .
• Pilot is being done with one section each of classes 1 to 3 of these schools. 
• Implementation Guide for Teachers, Training Manual and videos and other resource material 
   on HPC have been developed.
• CBSE has developed HPC portal for facilitating schools to access digital version of HPC. 
   Security audit underway. 

Participatory and

 learner centric
Inclusive A qualitative feedback Builds on self-awareness

 and self esteem

FlexibleInter-disciplinary Tracks skills and

 competencies 
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National Education Policy 2020 emphasises technological interventions for the   
purposes of improving learning, teaching and assessment processes, professional 
development of teachers, educational access, planning, management and 
administration. It also advocates for new ways of assessment using educational 
technologies focusing on 21st century skills. 

InIn view of this, the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) with technical 
support of C-DAC has initiated the development of Comprehensive Digital 
Assessment Platform”(CDAP) to host item repository and assessment  instruments, 
to administer tests, to assess tests and to provide assessment reports and 
analytics for various stakeholders on examinations conducted by CBSE. 

This will eliminate the ‘high stakes’ aspect of Board Exams by allowing all students 
to take Board Exams on up to two occasions during any given school year.

∙

∙

∙

The CDAP will be built on Open source in a modular, reusable and scalable manner. 
The key objectives of the CDAP are:
 
a) Creation of high-quality standardised item bank. The item development and    
     banking process will be facilitated by an item banking software which shall provide 
    remote user access to writers to develop and upload items, standardise items for use   
    and classify them into different categories for elaborate analysis. Item Banking       and classify them into different categories for elaborate analysis. Item Banking   
    software would enable user to write items online, provide sùggestive prompts, 
    highlight obvious errors, act as a database manager for easy access, and also be used 
    to extract and retrieve question items when required. These high-quality standardised  
    items having undergone rigorous quality review about their use will be used for  
   examinations conducted by the Board including AISSE, AISSCE, CTET, Key Stage 
    Assessments, Recruitment examinations, JNVST etc.
  
b) Larger Pool of Item Creators
     With the use of technology, the CBSE can invite a larger pool of item creators from    
     anywhere within its network thus reducing its dependency on few individuals and also        
     building larger capacity within its network on competency-based assessments.

c) Ability to draw insights and other qualitative/quantitative analysis and generate 
     reports with the CDAP. Besides qualitative analysis, CBSE will be able to do  
     psychometric and other analyses in order to:      psychometric and other analyses in order to: 

4. Development of “Comprehensive Digital
    Assessment Platform” (CDAP) in collaboration 
    with C-DAC.



3. Do quantitative analyses like IRT, CTT etc to standardize and evaluate the items;

4. Publish end of examination reports to ensure transparency and adherence to         
  standard expected from any examination; and 

5. It will also generate various Analytical reports and Progress reports useful to         
  learners, teachers, parents and educational administrators. 

d) Process Efficiency 

    With the C-DAP in place, the CBSE Board officials will make its process more efficient  
  in the Assessment Instrument creation process, at test administration as well as the  
  scoring/analysis of results. 

e) Reduction in usage of paper and money spent

  With CDAP, significant expenditure spent on printing paper for recording the student  
  data or development of Assessment instruments and Test Administration can be    
  avoided.

• MoU signed between CBSE and CDAC
• First phase of CDAP, i.e. KSA Platform, being
   finalized by CDAC-Mumbai.

Approx. 2cr students of 27,000 CBSE schools 

1. Help understand the learning trends/skill gaps for its students; 

2.Provide insights to its teachers to improve learning in the classroom;
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Sahodaya School Complex (SSC) is a group of neighborhood schools who voluntarily 
come together to share best practices and innovative strategies in various aspects of 
school education. In order to bring members of Sahodaya School Complexes across 
the country on a common platform, the Board supports a National Conference of 
Sahodaya School Complexes every year on a theme of current educational relevance. 
This conference also serves as an effective platform for building closer bonds between 
schools and the CBSE and thereby helps the Board in formulating its policies in a 
progressive and pragmatic manner.progressive and pragmatic manner.

The 26th and 27th National Annual Conferences of Sahodaya School Complexes 
marked a very important milestone in the roadmap towards establishing the goals of 
National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 by providing a platform for the discussion of key 
issues outlined in the NEP along with an emphasis on the competencies required of all 
stakeholders - students and the teaching faculty in particular.

• 26th National Annual Conference of SSCs - ‘Building Competencies  in Challenging 
   Times’ 
• 27th National Annual Conference of SSCs - ‘Punarnava – Rediscovery of India @75’

• Approx 27000 Principals of schools affiliated to CBSE 

• Facilitation of broad interactions among practitioners with regard to the   
   implementation of the recommendations of NEP 2020 regarding school education 
• Engaging school leaders in co-creating solutions or strategies for implementing new 
   policies and innovative practices launched by CBSE in the light of NEP 2020

5. Sahodaya Conference 



6.  CTET: New initiatives for identification of 
teachers with high aptitude, skill sets and 
competency.

• Next edition of CTET held in Jan 2022 • Prospective Teachers

• Building standards for teachers and teaching.

• Identication and Certication of teachers with high

 aptitude, skill sets and competency

• Redefining the syllabus to a detailed framework that articulates competencies which
  assess both  content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge.
• Development of a blueprint/ paper design that would be translated by experts into 
   good quality  question papers.
• Development of Sample Question Paper to present good samples to test item writers,
   reviewers and translators.
•• Capacity Building of experts- item writers, reviewers, translators.
• An Academic Committee comprising experts from the University of Delhi, Azim Premji
   University, Central Square Foundation and CBSE would support this process.

-NEP 2020 (Para 5.4)
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8. Standards Setting Authority (SSA):
 Standards For Excellence in School  
 Education
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9. Career guidance and Counseling 
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10. No hard separation between vocational
       and academics
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PROGRESS SO FAR
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TARGET GROUP / BENEFICIARIES 

BENEFITS ACCRUED 

WAY FORWARD






